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Presentation Overview
After a series of spontaneous encounters that led to the simultaneous recall of past historical
and ancient undocumented events by multiple unrelated parties, Adam Apollo began actively
pursuing a form of Transpersonal Psychology research to develop records and documentation.
While many of these parties were initially unrelated, the events “remembered” by individuals
were found to coincide in exact detail, describing similar environments, people, and shared
experiences. As many of these individuals eventually met each other, it was discovered that the
emotional and physiological memory from these past experiences was immediately stimulated,
deepening recall of events and often bringing forth more information and memories.

The Star Wars Connection
Between 2005 and 2010, Adam Apollo had a series of recall experiences, and uncovered shared
memories and simultaneous dreams which detail a series of events that occurred at least
26,000 relative Earth years ago or more that have some significant similarities with the
mythology of the Star Wars film series (both original and recent versions).
In brief, these memories cover an interplanetary war, the origin of the Djedhi (Jedi), the
programming of the Zeta Reticuli (Greys) as “clone soldiers,” the rise of the first Galactic Empire,
the Rebel Alliance that was able to eventually disable and disarm Imperial forces, and the
healing journey that is still happening now on Earth. The origin of the Reptilians is uncovered, as
well as the roots of their trauma, and healing solutions are presented that address some of the
deepest grief and pain in humanity at this time.
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Outline of Events (in order of remembering process):
Part 1: Raids
●

Assault of an interplanetary species now known as the “Reptilians” on a series of planets
and interstellar starships.

●

The capture of individuals from many different species, and the enslavement of these
individuals in a mining complex on an active volcanic moon.

●

Interspecies collaboration that lead to the escape of many of these slaves, and
subsequent rescue by a Pleiadian Mothership.

●

The planning and execution of a defensive rout on a desert planet held by the Shihaelei,
under siege by Reptilian forces, utilizing Dragon embodiments.

●

The freedom of the Shihaelei, and the initiation of the Shihaelei race as new members of
the Galactic community, and the oath of Guardianship taken by many.

●

The founding of the Djedhi (Jedi).

Part 2: Orion Wars
●

Continued onslaught of the Reptilian forces on other planetary systems.

●

Rescue missions organized to save enslaved species and disable industrial hubs.

●

The emergence of the Robot Armies.

●

The recruitment of the Zeta Reticuli (Greys) through mental programming to create a
supersoldier species of “Clone Soldiers.”

●

Initial standoff battles between Zeta supersoldiers and Reptilian Robot Armies.

●

The betrayal of the Galactic Ambassador who recruited the Zeta, and the sudden turning
of all Zetas on the Djedhi Guardians.

●

The implementation of a Galactic Empire enforced by Reptilian Robot Armies and Zeta
Reticuli “Stormtroopers”

●

The death of countless Djedhi, and many others being turned to serve the empire
through the threat of loss of their families, loved ones, and entire planetary communities.

●

The rise of the Rebel Alliance, and the secret information fed to them by Imperial insiders
who were once Djedhi Guardians.

●

The destruction of the Programming Hubs (Death Stars) which held the encoding
commands to keep the Empire enforced through Robots and programmed Zeta.
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Part 3: Restoration
●

The return of the Djedhi, and the development of Interplanetary training schools and
Guardian training at a Galactic scale.

●

The development of Planet Shield technologies and the capacity for impenetrable Force
Fields, which allowed the final quarantine of Reptilian forces.

●

The initial restoration process of helping Zeta Reticuli become individualized again,
overcoming their programming, and their work of studying Humanity on Earth as a
means of developing emotional awareness and individualized consciousness.

●

The reforging of the Galactic Council, and the Alliance of Free Worlds.

●

Peace in the Galaxy.

Part 4: Healing
●

●

The Arcturian Karma & The Dragon Key
○

Where did the Reptilians come from? Why did they attack other worlds?

○

The Soul Genome - Dragons from Andromeda

Understanding Soul Travel:
○

●

How did Reptilian Lords infiltrate the Galactic Federation during the Orion Wars?

The Gift of Earth & Humanity
○

Interspecies integration, understanding, and growth.

○

A hub for karmic interplay, healing, transmutation, and integration.

○

Many humans have latent trauma from Galactic events

○

We can heal that trauma through acknowledgement of our true history, and
forgiveness.

●

The Dragon Key
○

The Arcturian Resolution, and the mission to heal the Dragon wound.

○

The importance of acceptance of all beings, including Reptilians, to avoid further
instigation of trauma and conflict.

○

Forgiving what has been forgotten, and the role of Grief.
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Part 5: Guardians
●

Critical moments in time when Guardian Alliance members on Earth came together to
help resolve and heal cultural and planetary rifts:

●

○

Atlantis

○

Egypt

○

Avalon

○

Now

Now is the time for restoration of a planetary-level force of healing, peace, justice,
environmental restoration, social ethics, political transparency, economic sovereignty,
and community Guardianship.

●

This Alliance should be built on foundational principles that fundamentally undermine
conflict at it’s roots.

Conclusion
There is substantial evidence in this historical narrative that recontextualizes many of our
current Exopolitical perspectives on Extraterrestrial Species. While many studies are based on
single-handed witness testimony, this project has integrated the independent and collective
testimonies of over 50 people whose particular experiences match a single timeline of events.
While Adam Apollo believes independent witness testimonies to be extremely valuable, he
stresses the importance of validation and replication through further collective study. When
multiple parties independently surface specific data points in completely unknown historical
territory, and these data points form a consistent map, the experiential topography of this map
should be taken very seriously.
It is also worth noting that the many similarities in this study with historical narrative in certain
fiction writings and media, particularly “Star Wars,” is substantial, especially when considering
the fact that some of the parties involved in this study have never seen these movies. In
addition, some parties had portions of these spontaneous recall experiences before seeing the
movies. In most cases, they never correlated their experiences with the Star Wars movies, since
their individual memories were often focused on specific events without a larger galactic
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context. Many of the overall arcs in the timeline here were assembled from many different
experiential accounts of different events, and only after those timelines were assembled did
it become apparent that there were similarities with the Star Wars overarching narrative.
This study implies that many of the fictional narratives created by authors may at times reflect
actual experiences in remote spacetime. J.R.R. Tolkien’s work is particularly relevant, in his
testimony regarding his creation process. Tolkien was a linguist, not an author. While he was
attempting to “create a new language,” he began dreaming of the stories of those who spoke the
language, and he began writing down his visions into the cultural narrative behind the language.
This was the Elven Language, and the stories of the Elven people are recorded in the Silmarillion,
The Hobbit, and The Lord of the Rings. Notably, the Elven people “came from a land of Eternal
Sun, traversing the great waters, to arrive and join the peoples of Middle Earth.” The qualities of
the Elven people in Tolkien’s work exactly match the spontaneous recall experiences of many
participants in this study, as a species from the Sirian Star System. Since we know this is a
binary star system of Sirius A & B, the “land of Eternal Sun” aligns. Of course, according to
testimony, many Sirians traveled across the “great waters” of the Galaxy to arrive on Earth, and
join other species migrating here in the Age of Atlantis.
In Gene Roddenberry’s Star Trek, a species known as the Vulcan have many of the same
qualities as Tolkien’s Elves. This may lead us to conclude that in these cases, and perhaps many
others, fictional narrative has many elements of non-fictional historical narrative embedded in it.
We might inquire why this is the case, and such an inquiry is part of the work of Adam Apollo’s
larger book project on Galactic History. In this Presentation, we look at genetic information,
ancestral memory, collective memory, and individual soul memories as contributing factors.
Finally, the essential takeaway of this presentation is the understanding that the source of all
conflict is traumatic experiences. By understanding how we are wounded, and beginning to
restore the health of our entire being through acceptance, forgiveness, love, and community, we
unlock new gifts in our evolutionary journey. The work of Planetary Guardians is to face the
shadows of our pain and conflict, and begin to restore balance, healing, justice, and honor.
Thank you for participating in this adventure.

